Together We Achieve More!

As clinical researchers, a large part of what we do involves working together through collaboration, mentoring, and direct support. However, it can be challenging to identify the right person for a specific activity. The School of Medicine (SOM) CRAU Directory mitigates this challenge by enabling you to identify personnel with specific expertise and responsibilities across the entire SOM.

The SOM has established an organizational network of Clinical Research Accountability Units (CRAUs) within each SOM clinical department with clearly defined roles and functions for essential clinical research activities. The CRAU network is designed to promote two-way communication, enable sharing of resources, facilitate collaboration and innovation, and streamline processes and workflows. To ensure that you know who's who in your CRAU network and across the SOM, we have created a CRAU Directory.

Click to Access the SOM CRAU Directory

You may use the directory link to view CRAU personnel associated with your own CRAU or browse personnel across the SOM CRAUs by CRAU name, role (Faculty Director, Administrative Director, etc.), or research activity (OnCore Utilization, Administrative Data Reviewer(s), Financial Management, etc.).

If you have suggestions for the CRAU Directory, please let us know.